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Session 3- Fill-in-the-Blanks Instructions: While watching Session 3, fill in the missing words according 

to the information presented by the instructor. [References are found in the brackets.] 

Section 3A: Create Titles 07:15 “Using LEGACY TITLE” 

1. You usually want to  start your movie with a title. [New Title] 

2. If you change the leading of text, you are adjusting the distance between the lines of text.  [Alter 

Title Properties] 

3.  You can change the  kerning if you want more space in between the letters in a title. [Alter 

Title Properties] 

4.  Alpha channel is where you can see through the  graphics . It is often represented by grey 

checkerbox backgound. [Alpha Channel, Opacity] 

5. By adjusting the opacity of the text below 100% you can cause the text to dissolve. [Alpha Channel, 

Opacity] 

6.  Three options in the New Title window that can be used to position paragraph boxes are; Align, 

Center, and Distribute. [Title Styles] 

Section 3B: Enhance a Text 11:01 “Using LEGACY TITLE” 

7. If you want to apply a quick DEFAULT  transition you can use Command+D (Mac) or 

Ctrl+D (Windows). [Add Graphic to Title] 

8. In order to animate we have to turn on animation by clicking the little  stop watch next to 

Position. [Add Title to Video] 

9.  Besides using a transition to fade out a title, you could animate that effect by lowering the 

OPACITY percentage over time with keyframes in the Effect Controls window, (from 100% to 0%), which 

will also cause it to fade out completely. [Animate Text] 

10. You want to have your TITLE, (or ANY readable text), stay on the screen long enough so you can 

read it; one and a half times, (or 2 times very fast), OR SLOWLY “OUT LOUD.” [Read Time] 

11. When dealing with how Premiere Pro handles the rendering BETWEEN keyframes, we’re referring 

to Interpolation. Temporal Interpolation has to do with time, and Spatial Interpolation has to do with 

space or location. Linear is change in a straight line, and Bezier is change using a curve. [Interpolation, 

Bezier Handles] 


